Annex A
Got to Move SPOTLIGHT programmes
1. A Slice in Time
7 to 23 October 2016, 11am to 7pm daily
Stamford Arts Centre (155 Waterloo Street, Singapore 187962)
Dance, the ephemeral art form, arguably only meaningful in the passage of time. And
yet, "A Slice in Time" is about a group of photographers attempting the impossible:
capturing the essence of movement in a still image.
This exhibition offers an intimate look at dance performance photographs and
photographic collaborations, by established dance photographers Robin Chee, Matthew
Johnson, Tan Ngiap Heng and Bernie Ng. The showcase of about 100 images features
Singapore dance productions and visiting dance companies.
Beyond the exhibition, audiences can also take part in related activities during the
weekend of 8 and 9 October. Photography enthusiasts can get hands-on through a
dance photography workshop. Hear from the featured photographers as they share
about their inspirations and creative process. Catch dance performances by independent
dance artists. Budding dance photographers can even participate in the Got to Move
Dance Photography Competition, and stand to win attractive prizes.
2. GTM @ Kallang Wave Mall
Kulture Studios
8 October 2016, 12pm to 4pm
Kallang Wave Mall, Level 1 Atrium
Love to dance and can’t get enough of adrenaline pumping fun? Get moving with us like
never before in this three-hour mass bounce party on trampolines! Bounce to easy-tofollow choreographies led by jumping coaches from Kulture Studios, and enjoy the
energetic music and party atmosphere. After all that bouncing, take a break and enjoy
the dance fashion show and GTM mass dance!
3. Movement of Joints
Moving Arts Pte Ltd
9 October 2016, 1230pm to 230pm, 330pm to 530pm
SAFRA Toa Payoh
Create your own puppet and learn how to move like one!
Moving Arts presents Movement of Joints at Toa Payoh’s SAFRA Dance Studio.
In this Art and Movement programme, parents and children get to try out traditional
puppet making and the popular culture of hip-hop dance.
Both forms express interest in the variables of movement within the working body
(human or puppet) and their respective creation. This is a great way for parents and
children aged 7–12 to bond and have lots of fun crafting and dancing together.
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4. pARTicipate
RAW Moves Ltd
9 October 2016, 12pm to 3pm
Toa Payoh HDB Hub
‘pARTicipate’ is a community movement project, which aims to assemble a proposed
neighbourhood to take part in simple expressive games suitable for families and
members of the society.
It realises the genuine essence of their participation and strives to encourage families to
see the importance of family time and the connection for kinship in a community. The
activities will engage children, adults and senior citizens, and families are strongly
encouraged to participate together.
5. Tea Dances for Shakespeare
The Arts Fission Company
7 to 9 October 2016, Timing TBC (each session lasts 30 minutes)
Westgate Shopping Mall
An activity that even seniors can enjoy, Tea Dances for Shakespeare features poetic
gestural movement motifs inspired by sonnets. Participants will learn some whimsical
and poetic hand gestures and upper torso movements while seated on designer-chairs.
This short learning session will lead right into an on-the-spot public performance. A
quartet will play Baroque music to transport participants from the mundane everyday into
the magical realm of antiquity where dancing is practiced as common as social
greetings.
6. GTM @ Civic District
Produced by Noor Effendy Ibrahim, with programme partners Melissa Quek and The
Hidden Good Pte Ltd
15 October 2016, 4pm to 11pm
Civic District (Empress Lawn, Asian Civilisations Museum Green)
GTM @ Civic District will see the Civic District will come to life with site-specific dance
performances, a mass activation event that allows participants to learn dance in a fun
and engaging way, an immersive and interactive dance carnival featuring performances
and workshops, and the GTM mass dance that will see participants moving to the GTM
track.
i. The MP3 Experiment 2016: At the start of this experiment, participants will download
a MP3 track, hit play at a pre-set time and engage in a series of fun dance-related
challenges together. The MP3 experiment hopes to break down barriers between
strangers, drawing people out of their comfort zone to interact with one another and to
forge new friendships.

ii. Padang Tari ('Field of Dance'): Padang Tari is an immersive and interactive dance
carnival that will celebrate the diversity and lushness of traditional dance forms, still
practised and performed by groups in Singapore today. Featuring Singapore artists and
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community dance groups who have been redefining traditional dances for the
contemporary stage, the carnival will connect visitors with our diverse cultural roots, and
uncover the artistry and creative potential of traditional dance. Audiences will also be
able to participate in community dance events and workshops.
iii. Tracing the City (site-specific dance performance): In a city that is constantly filled
with bodies crossing back and forth, just by slowing down and observing, we can change
the feel of the city. And if we allow ourselves to feel the space, we can begin to notice
much more about ourselves within the space. This dance hopes to get audiences
thinking, "How are we shaped by our surroundings? What do we take with us and what
do we leave behind?"
7. Let’s Dance
People’s Association, in collaboration with Got to Move
16 October 2016, 5pm to 9pm
Bedok Town Plaza
This community dance event involves folk and community dance led by 15 community
leaders. Participants can join along in an 80-minute dance session that includes a
chance to learn the GTM mass dance, and enjoy specially curated dance performances.
8. GTM @ Healthy Lifestyle Festival SG
Health Promotion Board, in collaboration with Got to Move
16 October 2016, 1pm to 3pm
Tampines Central
Enjoy the GTM mass dance at this session, as well as a parent-child workshop by Wings
to Wings. In the one-hour workshop, parent and child will be taught basic partner work
and learn simple dance moves to two songs.
9. Urban16
O School Ltd
22 to 23 October 2016, 10am to 9pm
Suntec City Mall West Atrium
Urban16 aims to introduce the growing urban dance community and ecosystem to the
general public. Through the auditions, performances, invitation battles and exhibits, the
urban dance community hopes to increase awareness of how dance can bring people
together and forward, with a groove.
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10. GTM @ Tanjong Goodman
Goodman Arts Centre
22 October 2016, 12pm to 8pm
Goodman Arts Centre
Put on your dancing shoes for a fun-filled day of dance at Goodman Arts Centre! Be
treated to an array of free activities of various dance genres, from classes and
workshops, to film screenings and performances. There will be something for everyone
of all ages!
Participating groups include Frontier Danceland, T.H.E Dance Company, RAW Moves,
SRIWANA, Apsaras Arts, Era Dance Theatre and Dance Nucleus. This open house is
held in conjunction with the Tanjong Goodman Weekend Market.
11. Unlock and Roll
The Hidden Good
23 October 2016, 11am to 3pm
Bedok Town Square
This year, it's time to level up - and Unlock & Roll!
What will happen when you put a dance floor in the middle of Bedok?
Will people band together to dance and unlock all delicious food?
Come find out!
This interactive event hopes to get people moving in a fun and engaging way.
Participants will be encouraged to rope in more of their friends in order to unlock more
booths and receive more freebies - the thrill of challenges and completing missions aims
to foster the community spirit, especially with the event held in the heartlands.
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